Here are the key features of your new panel. Keep this card near your panel for easy reference while you get the hang of your system.

1. **ARM/DISARM** – Use to quickly arm and disarm your system.

2. **EMERGENCY** – Press to initiate a panic alarm for the respective service requested: police, fire, or medical emergency.

3. **HOME** – Press while using your system to navigate back to the home screen.

4. **CAMERA** – Built-in, can take a picture every time the system is disarmed.

**GET TO KNOW**

**Touch-Screen Control Panel**

**ARMS STAY**
- **Delays**
  - 30 seconds for Entry
  - 60 seconds before the system is armed
- **Sensors**
  - Door & Window and Glass Break Sensors

**ARM AWAY**
- **Delays**
  - 30 seconds for Entry
  - 60 seconds before the system is armed
- **Sensors**
  - All intrusion sensors

**DISARMED**
- Disarm your system by entering your 4-digit master code or user code(s).
Bypassing

When there are sensors in your system that you don’t want to trigger an alarm (e.g. leaving a bedroom window open at night), you can set these sensors to bypass before arming your system:

1. On the Home screen, touch the **Press To Arm** icon and enter your master code.

2. To the right of the **Arming Screen**, check the boxes next to the sensors you want to bypass.

3. Select your desired arming mode

---

**Exit Sounds**

When you arm the system, the panel beeps as the arming timer counts down. You can silence these beeps by pressing this icon before you choose an arming type.

**Entry Delay**

You will have a 30-second entry delay to disarm when the system is armed and a door or window are opened. By pressing the entry delay icon before choosing an arming mode, the alarm will instead sound immediately.

**Quick Exit**

When the system is armed, press the Quick Exit icon for a 120-second period where you can open doors without disarming the system.

---

**IN THE EVENT OF AN ALARM**

The siren will sound and your panel will automatically contact our monitoring station. Enter your master code to disarm the system and silence the siren.

---

Call to cancel a false alarm:

**800-932-3822**